Ranger - Monster Slayer, L3
CLASS & LEVEL

Yeldan Vanelis
CHARACTER NAME

Outlander - Exile/Outcast
BACKGROUND

Wood Elf

Chaotic Good

RACE

ALIGNMENT

Mike
PLAYER NAME

EXPERIENCE POINTS

INSPIRATION

STRENGTH

0

14
+2

ARMOR
CLASS

PROFICIENCY BONUS

+3

35

INITIATIVE

SPEED

I place no stock in wealthy or
well-mannered folk. Money and
manners won't save you from a hungry
owlbear.
PERSONALITY TRAITS

10
DEXTERITY

●

+2

Strength

●

+5

Dexterity

+1

Constitution

+1

Intelligence

+2

Wisdom

-1

Charisma

+3
15+2

CONSTITUTION

Hit Point Maximum 27

Life is like the seasons, in constant
change, and we must change with it.
CURRENT HIT POINTS

My family, clan or tribe is the most important
thing in my life, even when they are far from
me.

SAVING THROWS

TEMPORARY HIT POINTS

+1
13
INTELLIGENCE

●

+1
12
WISDOM

+2

●

Acrobatics (Dex)

+2

Animal Handling (Wis)

+1

Arcana (Int)

+2

Athletics (Str)

-1

Deception (Cha)

+1

History (Int)

+2

Insight (Wis)

-1

Intimidation (Cha)

+3

Investigation (Int)
Medicine (Wis)

+3

Nature (Int)

●

+4

Perception (Wis)

-1

Performance (Cha)

-1

Persuasion (Cha)

+1

Religion (Int)

+3

Sleight of Hand (Dex)

●

+5

Stealth (Dex)

●

+4

Survival (Wis)

-1

Total 3

1d10
NAME

Shortsword (OH)

+5

1d6 piercing +0

Longbow

+7

1d8 piercing +3

Spell save DC: 8 + WIS mod +
Proficiency Bonus = 12
Spell attack modifier: WIS mod
+ Proficiency Bonus = 4
Ammunition = ____
ATTACKS & SPELLCASTING

Languages: Common, Elvish, Goblin
Weapons: longsword, shortsword,
shortbow, longbow, simple and
martial weapons.
Armor: Light and medium armor,
shields

OTHER PROFICIENCIES & LANGUAGES

SP

EP

GP

PP

10

I am slow to trust members of
other races, tribes and societies.
FLAWS

ATK BONUS DAMAGE/TYPE

1d6 piercing +3

CP

BONDS

DEATH SAVES

+5

PASSIVE WISDOM (PERCEPTION)

Tools: Flute

FAILURES

Shortsword (MH)

SKILLS

14

SUCCESSES

HIT DICE

+2

CHARISMA

8

+3

●

14+1

IDEALS

Flute, a staff, a hunting
trap, a trophy from an
animal you killed, a set of
traveler's clothes, a leaf
shaped clasp, leather
armor, backpack, a
bedroll, a mess kit, a
tinderbox, 10 torches, 10
days of rations, a
waterskin, 50ft of hempen
rope.

Favored Enemy: You have advantage on WIS
checks to track beasts, as well as INT checks
to recall information about them.
Natural Explorer: When you make an INT or
WIS check related to mountains, your
proficiency bonus is doubled if you are using a
skill you are proficient in.
Primeval Awareness: You can use your action
and 1 spell slot to focus your awareness on the
region around you. For 1 minute per level of
the spell slot you expend, you can sense
whether the following types of creatures are
present within 1 mile of your (6 in favored
terrain): aberrations, celestials, dragons,
elementals, fey, fiends and undead. It doesn't
reveal the creatures' location or number
Hunter's Sense: You have the ability to peer at
a creature and magically discern how best to
hurt it. As an action, choose one creature you
can see within 60ft. You immediately learn
whether it has any damage immunities,
resistances or vulnerabilities, unless it is
hidden from Divination magic. You can use
this feature a number of times equal to your
WIS modifier. You regain all expended uses
after a long rest.
Slayer's Prey: You can focus your ire on one
foe, increasing the harm you inflict on it. As a
bonus action, you designate one create you
can see within 60ft of you as the target. The
first time each turn that you hit the target with a
weapon attack, it takes an extra 1d6 damage
from the weapon. This benefit lasts until you
finish a short or long rest. It ends early if you
designate a different creature.

20 arrows and a quiver
EQUIPMENT
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FEATURES & TRAITS

112

Yeldan Vanelis
CHARACTER NAME

6 ft

AGE

128 lb

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

Green

Light brown

Black

EYES

SKIN

HAIR

Goals
• Restore and preserve the natural order.
• Destroy all that is unnatural.
• Keep the elemental forces of the world in check.
• Keep civilization and the wilderness from
destroying each other.

NAME

Emerald Enclave - Rank 1 Springwarden

Beliefs
• The natural order must be respected and
preserved.
• Forces that upset the natural order must be
destroyed.
• Civilization and the wilderness must learn to
coexist peacefully.
Members of the Emerald Enclave are spread far
and wide, and usually operate in isolation. They
learn to depend on themselves more than others.
Survival in a harsh world also demands great
fortitude and mastery of certain fighting and survival
skills.

SYMBOL

My Diety: Selune, goddess of the moon. Symbol is
a pair of eyes surrounded by seven stars.
CHARACTER APPEARANCE

ALLIES & ORGANIZATIONS

I am searching for a cure to a powerful
curse imbued by a powerful warlock on my
2 older siblings Garalin & Arwe whilst they
were hunting.
I was born in my beloved forest and was
raised by my family. We weren't wealthy
but we weren't poor. My people lived on
the edges of civilization and I learned the
methods of survival from my family.

Wanderer: You have an excellent memory for maps and geography and you can always recall the
general layout of the terrain, settlements and other features around you. In addition, you can find food
and fresh water for yourself and up to five other people each day, provided that the land offers berries,
small game, water and so forth.
Fighting Style: Archery - you gain a +2 bonus to attack rolls you make with a ranged weapon.
Trance: You do not need to sleep, but need to meditate deeply for 4 hours a day.
Darkvision: You can see 60ft in dim light as though it were bright light and in darkness as though it
were dim.
Fey Ancestry: Advantage on saving throws against being charmed and magic cannot put you to sleep.

I became an outcast as soon as I left my
secluded home, in the Forests of
Neverwinter Wood, the only way I can
return to my clan is to kill the warlock and
return with a powerful curse removal.
(personal goal)
My favoured enemy is beasts, experience
gained from hunting through the forests.

Mask of the Wild: You can attempt to hide even when you are only lightly obscured by foliage, heavy
rain, mist and other natural phenomena.
Hunting Trap: You use your action to set a trap the forms a saw-toothed stell ring that snaps shut
when the pressure plate is activated. A creature must succeed on a DC 13 DEX saving throw or take
1d4 of damage. Until it breaks free its movement is limited to 3ft. The creature (or another) can use
its action to make a DC13 STR check to break free.
ADDITIONAL FEATURES & TRAITS

During my solo journeys, I was injured by
the effects of a spell, which only fuels my
drive to find the warlock.
My bow “Wind Strike” has a sentimental
meaning as it has been handed down
through 12 generations of elves, it is said to
have magical power which only appears to
those that are in dire need.
I joined these adventurers in hopes of
speeding the search for the warlock. I
keep my personal goals close to the chest,
all anyone knows is that I am looking for a
powerful warlock, I just hope Iʼm not too
late.
CHARACTER BACKSTORY

TREASURE
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Ranger - Monster Slayer
SPELLCASTING
CLASS

0

3

CANTRIPS

WIS

12

4

SPELLCASTING
ABILITY

SPELL SAVE DC

SPELL ATTACK
BONUS

6

You can swap out spells when you level.

SPELL
LEVEL

1
PR

ED

EPAR

SLOTS TOTAL

SLOTS EXPENDED

3

7
SPELL NAME

Hail of Thorns (v DEX saving throw)

4

Hunters Mark (requires Concentration)

Ensnaring Strike (v STR saving throw)

SPELLS KNOWN

Protection from Evil and Good (needs Materials)

8

2

5
9
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